Race Report: 2016 Gold Rush 30 Hour Adventure Challenge
Team: And Loving It!

Team And Loving It! Denyse, Tom, Nick Kathy
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It’s fall in California. It’s time for the Gold Rush!
The Gold Rush has been a fixture in the American Adventure Racing scene for 14 years. Mark Richardson
and Adrian Crane lead an incredibly talented and dedicated group of AR enthusiasts who consistently
put on a first class race in California’s scenic and rugged Sierra Nevada mountains. The longevity of this
adventure race speaks for itself. These guys really know what they are doing.
We have been fortunate to participate in all but one Gold Rush since 2004. This year, three of our core
group of four racers, Tom Proulx, Kathy Giori, and Nick Giori teamed up with first time adventure racer

(but highly accomplished athlete) Denyse Skipper for the 2016 edition of the Gold Rush. The format for
this year was a 30-hour race. This was also a special year since it would be the North American
Adventure Racing Series Championship Race.
The race starts when you leave home
Many times just getting to the start of the race is an accomplishment. Tom was driving our team in his
SUV in the fast lane of highway 580 when the rear right tire blew and disintegrated in heavy, fast moving
traffic. Sparks flew as Tom merged quickly to the shoulder. We managed to replace the wheel and get
safely on our way in about 30 minutes.

The shredded tire

Tom places the jack under the car.
Arrival and Race Briefing
The race was based at the Long Barn Lodge in Long Barn, California. We were happy to arrive and see
Mark and Adrian, Deborah, Carl, Cary, Ray, Elisa, and Dennis – The Gold Rush Crew – busy with
registration and safety check outs. We were also happy to see many of our California AR friends as well
as teams from around the country for this National Championship Race. This is such a good community.
At the pre-race briefing, we heard from Doug Krytzer from NAARS. Mark and Adrian then gave the
detailed briefing. The maps were handed out. Twelve checkpoints and the finish would be mandatory.
The race would start with a short run to a checkpoint that we would map at the start. This would be
followed by a biking section, a seven mile paddle with hiking to checkpoints off Beardsley Lake, a biking

section with 3800 feet of elevation gain, a long and difficult trekking section that would include a big
ropes course, and then a final biking section. We plotted the checkpoints, planned our route, set up our
gearboxes and packs, and then hit the sack at around 11:00.
The race begins
The next morning, we all rode our bikes about one mile to the race start. The race would start at 7:30
AM. CP 1 looked like it would be up a short distance on a fire road. This should be a slam dunk out and
back before we hop on our bikes. While we were milling around before the start, Mark asked if I was
going to be a lemming. What? He reminded me that lemmings are known for following the masses over
a cliff. I didn’t get it….
The teams gathered, roll was called, final announcements were made, and the countdown began. 3… 2…
1… GO!

Kathy, Denyse, and Tom charge out of the gate!
A mass of adrenaline-fired adventure racers charged up the fire road. Go! Go! Go! We went and went
and went along with the rest of them. We kept going and going. I expected to see the fastest teams
charging back from the CP and didn’t see them. Something was wrong. It seemed as if we had gone too
far. Eventually we stopped. Tom and I looked at the map (which I really hadn’t studied before the race
or looked at while running). We were way too high. The contour of the fire road on the map did not
match the contour of the road we were standing on. Confused, we started back down the hill with other
confused teams. Tim Kuenster of Team NorCal (an elite racer) was there with us and we looked at the
maps together. He pointed out to me that we were on a ridge and that he didn’t think the road we were

on was mapped. He was right. CLASSIC MARK RICHARDSON! The lemmings all jumped off the cliff. I am
sure he loved it!
Once we actually turned on our brains (an adventure racing requirement) and looked at our
surroundings, we bushwhacked down the hill, across a barbed wire fence, and found an old overgrown
road bed (which was actually the fire road that was mapped). After considerable searching in a densely
overgrown area, Kathy was the one to spot the CP. Whew! Great work Kathy! Humbled, we trotted back
to our bikes. This “slam dunk” ended up taking us just over an hour. We were about mid-pack at this
point.
First Bike
We jumped on our bikes and headed on an easy fire road down to the South Fork of the Stanislaus River.
As we were heading down, four adventure racers whipped by us in a blur. They were Team Columbia
Vidaraid, a world class team. They were among the last teams to find CP1 and were charging hard to get
back to the front of the pack. For us more “recreational” adventure racers, it was fun to think about the
fact that we were actually ahead of them for a (very small) part of the race!
We reached the river and crossed to the other side by wading through thigh high water carrying our
bikes. On the other side we paralleled the river upstream on another fire road. It abruptly ended. After
examining the maps, we thought that we could have missed a possible turn in the road, and the real
road was likely above us. Team LPF was right behind us. They turned around and headed back to find
the real road. We decided to bushwhack and lug our bikes up the hill instead. Just as we reached the
real road, team LPF rode by.

Kathy likes the smooth and easy fire road!
After climbing over a ridge, we screamed down a good fire road to CP 2 and eventually reached
Beardsley Lake and CP3 where we transitioned to the boats.
The Paddle
Tom and Denyse were in one boat, while Kathy and I were in the other. The first CP was at the very end
of the lake where the Stanislaus River flows into the reservoir. We beached our kayaks and scrambled
upstream over boulders along the edge of the river and eventually saw checkpoint 4. It was ON THE
OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER! The river was flowing pretty strongly around large boulders that did not look
that easy to cross safely. Other teams were around and I saw various people make it to the CP and back.
I did not feel comfortable with it. I had seen that there was a pool of slower moving water upriver, so I
scrambled to that spot and then waded across the river. The scramble on the other bank downriver to
CP 4 was tough, but I made it and punched our passport. From that side, the crossing at the boulders
looked a little easier, so I went for it and made it. YES! We worked our way back to the boats.
CP 5 was near the other end of the lake. The wind had picked up considerably and whitecaps were
starting to form on the previously placid lake. We got soaked as we fought the wind and the whitecaps
before beaching the boats and scrambling up the hillside. We eventually found CP 5 at a bend in a road.
We then trotted down the road, past the dam, and got CP 6 before returning to the boats.
I had not been particularly good about keeping myself fed and hydrated, and I was starting to bonk. This
would be a problem, particularly with the big bike climb ahead. I planned to take some extra time at the
upcoming transition to catch up.
The final crossing of the lake was tricky as we had to paddle perpendicular to the wind and were getting
broadsided by the waves on the lake. Fortunately we did not tip over! CP 7 was at the end of the paddle.

Another team paddles on the lake while it is calm.
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Second Bike
Beardsley is a beautiful lake in a very deep canyon. That is the problem. The next TA was 3800 feet
above us. I tried to force myself to eat and hydrate at the transition, but I was not feeling well. It was
also a hot day and there would be no opportunity to get water later so I loaded three liters of water into
my pack, increasing my load.
We took off. Denyse was a machine on the bike, and Kathy was right there with her. Tom was keeping
up, but I fell further and further behind. I was bonking, and my team rallied around me. Tom carried my
pack for a part of the climb, and Denyse towed me for a stretch. When we got on a steeper fire road
section, Kathy pushed my bike up the hill. Adventure racing really is a team sport, and I am grateful to
my teammates for helping me when I really needed them.
We got CP 8 near the top of the bike climb, then finally made it to CP 9 and the transition to the
hike/ropes section. We reached the transition area as sunset approached. Climbing and rappelling in the
dark would be an added challenge.

Ropes
After gearing up for the trek and putting on our climbing harnesses, we hiked out of the TA and picked
up a trail that would take us to the base of a large, exposed granite dome and huge cliff. It was dusk as
we scrambled up the steep shoulder of this granite rock. We were all tired as we worked our way up to
the bottom of the ropes section. The sun had set and the fiery glow of sunset lingered in the sky. I
snapped a picture of my teammates as we rested along the way.

Kathy, Tom, and Denyse rest on the way to the ropes section.
Above us we saw a headlight. It was a race volunteer (I think it was Mike Chastaine from Barking Frogs)
who was stationed at the base of a protected traverse of the dome near CP 10. CP 10 was actually a bit
below him on the exposed rock. Kathy bravely scrambled down the exposed face to punch our passport.
From there we would need to clip on to fixed ropes and work our way across the very exposed and
steep face of the granite. This took us to the top of the rappel section.
More dedicated race volunteers, including ropes master Yishai Horowitz, were waiting for us there. They
helped us safely set up for a 300 foot rappel down the cliff face which included about 100 feet of
overhanging descent. The drop was so huge that we had to pull the heavy rope up and feed it through

the rappel device in order to descend. The headlights of my teammates at the bottom seemed so distant
when I eased my way over the edge. What a rush!

This is a frame from an amazing video of the bottom of the rappel with one of the other teams
descending in the daylight. We did this at night. Note the racer at bottom right for scale. (Credit Owen
Richarson)
I was the last one down. We were told to scramble across the rock face to a large tree where we could
then follow a flagged route to the bottom of a rope-protected climb. We all flashed our headlamps over
to the tree. That granite slab looked pretty steep and exposed! We confirmed that this was where we
needed to go. Gulp.
We managed to make it across the rock and found the flags, but this was a tricky steep climb to the base
of the real climb. Kathy felt that it was probably better that it was dark. She did not want to see the
degree of exposure on this climb. We met volunteer Deborah Steinberg there. She checked our prusik
knots on the fixed rope. We would pull the prusik up the rope as we went along for protection in case
we fell as we climbed the steep granite face. This final climb took a lot of energy. Each move on the rock
required power and precision, and I needed to breathe, concentrate, and restore my energy before
every move. Finally we made it! This would be the highest elevation of the race.

A Google Earth view of the ropes section overlayed with my GPS track. After a steep climb up the
reentrant on the right of the dome, we traversed across the upper part of a large granite face on fixed
ropes (1). We then did a 300 foot rappel (2). This was followed by a free ascent (3) to a protected rock
climb (4). We did this entirely at night.
I was exhausted at the top. I punched CP 11 and told my team that I needed to recover a bit before
proceeding. I ate a plum and nearly lost it. I then just rested, and had a caffeine mint and sips of water.
Though I wasn’t feeling great, I felt that I could continue.
Team CFR TEC was at the top of the climb with us. One team member was not feeling well and wisely
decided that he could not go on. The other team member, Patrick Dillon, had traveled all the way from
Virginia and was looking to join a team for the rest of the race. We were happy to have him with us. He
was a great teammate.
Patrick and I looked at the map and planned a route to pick up optional CP 11a. We decided to follow a
compass bearing from the top of the climb into a reentrant. We would then follow this reentrant to a
creek. We would follow that creek down steeply to the bottom of a large canyon. CP11a would be at the
bottom of the canyon where our creek met a larger creek running down the base of the canyon. No
trails. All cross country bushwhacking.
By the time we got going, I was feeling much better. We headed into the reentrant. What followed was
a very tough, dark cross country scramble down 1800 feet of large boulders, loose dirt, and thick
manzanita bushes. When we finally reached the bottom of the canyon and the creek junction, Patrick
spotted the CP. It was midnight.

There was water in the larger creek. Kathy and I filled our water bladders. After a brief rest, we planned
our exit from the canyon and on to CP 12. We had entered the canyon from the north. The south rim of
the canyon was primarily made up of steep granite slabs peppered with manzanita bushes and boulders.
The 1000 foot climb out of the canyon was hard, because we had to traverse exposed and steep granite,
climb around huge boulders, and fight our way through thick manzanita. Near the top we rested again
and turned off our lights to view the beautiful canyon in the (nearly full) moonlight.

Google earth view of our track across the canyon. The final part of the descent along the dry creek bed is
in the foreground on the right. The ascent on the granite slabs is on the far side of the canyon.
Once we left the granite behind, we entered a thick forested area with more bushwhacking. While we
were hiking through this area, Tom ran across a hornets’ nest and was stung twice. We finally hit our
target dirt road and continued. We then followed various forest service roads until we reached a trail
that Mark had us add to our maps and was marked as “approximate”. This could be tricky as we would
have to rely on being able to follow a trail. If there was ever a question, we would need to depend on
the overall direction of the trail and the surrounding topography (which was hard to see at night) to find
our way.
The trail started as a decent dirt road, but shortly there was a big dirt pile that had been placed blocking
the road. On the other side, the road was not well developed, but still easily identifiable. We passed
several more big berms as we followed the “approximate trail”.
As we moved further along, we saw headlamps. I was surprised as we had not seen another team since
the top of the climb. The trail was less distinct at this point and Team Off Course Navigation had stopped
to find the way. We felt as if the trail was going in a particular direction, and without much thought we
just kept marching along. Off Course came with us. We started to climb, which was not expected, and

when we checked our compasses we figured we were moving in the wrong direction. Kathy and Tom
scouted, but there were no identifiable trails heading in the right direction from here. We all
backtracked to where we had met Off Course and looked again. In the darkness it can be tough to
identify a subtle trail, but there was one that actually continued in the proper direction – south. We took
it.
We marched further down the trail. It opened up into a more identifiable dirt road. The road started to
turn southwest, which is what our trail should do if we are finally near the CP 12. I was pleased and
relieved to be nearly done with this tough trekking section.
As we walked along the trail, Joe Harter, Off Course’s navigator ran up to us from behind. “Stop! I think
we are off course!” Wha?? While I had blissfully shut off my brain and was just walking along the trail,
Joe had been studying the contours of the land around us. If we had been where I thought we were, we
should have had a hillside to our right and a creek to our left. Instead, we had a creek to our right and a
hillside to our left! Studying the map, we realized that we had unknowingly turned on a wrong dirt road.
We estimated that we had traveled about a kilometer down this road. We turned back and found the
(much smaller) trail we wanted at a 90 degree angle from the main road. Lesson learned again – don’t
turn off your brain during an adventure race! Thank goodness Joe stopped us.
The trail finally ended at a dirt road that took us to CP 12 and the TA to bikes. The glow of sunrise was
bright enough now that headlamps were no longer needed. I had a cup of ramen noodles from the race
volunteers at the TA. Good!
It would be a long way back to Long Barn and the finish. We were ready to be done. We all agreed that
we would head to the finish line and skip the optional bike checkpoints along the way. We laid the maps
out on the ground and identified the best route to the finish line. We then ground out the final bike and
crossed the finish line at 10:18 AM!

Patrick, Tom, Denyse, Nick, and Kathy cross the finish line! (Photo Credit Gold Rush Adventure Racing)

At the finish line!

At the finish line with our adopted teammate Patrick!

Epilogue
Mark and Adrian did it again. This was a fantastic course. Many thanks to all of the volunteers who also
contributed to the success of this race.
Team Columbia Vidaraid swept the course and finished a couple of hours after us in first place. We
finished 13th of 17 teams (four teams did not finish). Though we were certainly proud of our
accomplishment, I am amazed and awed by the athletes on all of the teams who have the physical and
mental strength and endurance to do even more. Congratulations to everyone.
In a very nice gesture, we were awarded the “Red Lantern Award”. In the Tour De France, the Lanterne
Rouge has been awarded since 1903 to the last place finisher. It refers to the red light that was hung on
the caboose at the rear of a train. According to cyclist Frankie Andreu, “it symbolizes not the strongest
rider, but the toughest, always fighting to finish”. In the Iditarod race, the Red Lantern has been
awarded since 1953 to the last place finishing team, as an acknowledgement of “stick-to-itiveness”.
Thanks Mark and Adrian!

Race statistics (for our short course - all mandatory check points plus one optional):
80 total miles
 7 miles paddling
 21 miles trekking
 52 miles biking
12,000 feet of climbing
Denyse was amazing in her first adventure race. She was so strong, positive, and supportive. She will be
back for sure. What more can I say about Tom or Kathy? Teammates for 13 years! Patrick was a stud. At
our pace, I don’t think he even broke a sweat. He was a great teammate, and I hope to see him again at
a future race.

